PACKET FOUR 

Those affected were called "new lights"; the unaffected, "old lights". The modern name may have only originated with nineteenth-century historians, some of whom link it with German Pietism, Methodism, and the Evangelical Revival. It focused on rebuking the materialistic nature of early American colonialism and activating a spiritual covenant. George Whitefield continued, FTP, what religious movement initiated by Johnathan Edwards in the 1730s, caused by emotional sermons such as "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God."?
A: The First Great Awakening


Peter Rivera is a psychopathic artist who creates holographic illusions, including one of his having sex with Molly Millions. The Dixie Flatline contains the recorded personality of McCoy Pauley, one of the protagonist's mentors. Once named Corto, Armitage hires a team to investigate the Wintemute construct, of which the main member is a hotwired cyber jockey, Case, in, FTP, what 1984 novel by William Gibson that defined the cyberpunk genre?
A: Neuromancer

Roughly 75% of human disease genes match their genetic code, and 50% of their protein sequences have analogues. In embryogenesis, cleavage occurs in a syncytium, while imaginal discs form in the larval stage. Charles W. Woodworth was the first to breed them in quantity, and the first maps of their chromosome were completed by Alfred Sturtevant. With a gene sequenced since 2000, FTP, name this common lab animal, with a life cycle of only 7 days.
A: Drosophila Melanogaster (need prompt on fruit flies, as there's another species also called that)

Born in Warsaw in 1891, he enrolled at the Sorbonne in 1908, but left to attend the University of Leipzig. He wrote the manifesto The Morning of Acmeism in 1913, the same year as his first collection of poems, The Stone, was published. After moving to Moscow in 1922, he published mostly prose, although the anti-authoritarian tendencies shown in "The Lutheran" caused him trouble. FTP, name this poet, whose 1933 "Stalin Epigram" was called a "sixteen line death sentence", who died in the gulags in 1938.
A: Osip Mandelstam

During his reign, all the members of former royal houses were forced to move to Xianyang to be under close surveillance. With the advice of his prime minister Li Si, feudalism was abandoned, the states being divided into smaller districts, weights and measures were standardized, and the script was unified. After the defeat of the State of Qi, he declared himself First Emperor. FTP, name this first unifier of the Chinese state and the originator of the Qin Dynasty, perhaps best known for the creation of a great defensive wall?
A: Shih Huang-Ti (Qin Shi Huang, or Ying Zheng)


The Sphere is “surprisingly challenging,” while The Glass Cylinder is “a favorite for newbies.”  For those without the appropriate permit, customized ones can be ordered through the company’s website, though the domain name has changed several times after complaints from animal-lovers prompted an FBI investigation in 2001.  The site claims the skeletal re-shaping procedure is completely painless if done properly, and its authors liken the art to the Japanese cultivation of miniature plants.  Revealed to be the work of a group of MIT graduate students, the hoax featured photos of and techniques for growing, FTP, what ornamental pet?
 Ans: Bonsai Kitten


(G) Pure and undiluted forms of it do not exist on Earth because it has a very high affinity for water. Coined by its discover, Geber, a Muslim alchemist, this compound was original known as oil of vitriol.  However it can be formed on the surface of Venus as a photochemical reaction between carbon dioxide, sulfur oxide, and water vapor. It can be formed in the body as a result of the metabolism of cysteine and methionine, which both contains sulfur. What is this strong acidic compound, FTP, with the chemical formula H2SO4?
Sulfuric acid

A translation of this work by Alfred the Great became one of the most popular and influential philosophical tracts in Medieval England. Divided into five books, its second book popularized the image of human fortune as a wheel, which became motif in European art. Extolling the patient endurance of suffering as a virtue, it was composed during the author’s imprisonment by Theodoric the Great. FTP, identify this work by Boethius in which he receives solace from Lady Philosophia.

The Consolation of Philosophy or Consolatio Philosophiae

(J)He became a lieutenant in the Imperial Air Force and earned both a first- and second-class set of Corellian Bloodstripes before being stripped of his rank for helping a slave escape from custody. Having spent most of his childhood as a slave aboard the smuggler ship Trader’s Luck before escaping at 19, he famously claimed to have completed the Kessel Run in “under twelve parsecs”. FTP, name this cocky smuggler-pilot, consort of Princess Leia Organa (LAY-uh Or-GAH-nuh) and captain of the Millennium Falcon.  
A. Han Solo

The tepuy mountain on which it is located is called House of the Devil in the local Pemon language. Located in the Camaina Range, it is still mostly inaccessible from the ground. First discovered by the Venezuelan Ernesto Sanchez La Cruz, he did not publish his discovery, and only an accidental landing by a small airplane revealed it worldwide. FTP, name this natural landmark discovered by an eponymous American ore prospector, the highest free-falling waterfall in the world. 
A: Angel Falls

They are far more acidic than cytosol, at a pH of 4.8. This is maintained by protein pumps and chloride ion channels. Discovered by Christian de Duve in 1949, their name comes from the Greek for body and dissolution, since they contain acid hydrolase enzymes. These are synthesized in the cytosol and endoplasmic reticulum, though the structure itself is built in the Golgi apparatus. FTP, name this cell structure whose function is to replace waste matter within the body.
A: Lysosomes

Thanks to Richard II’s marriage to Anne, he became aware of the fledgling reform movements.  Setting out to reform the Church, he gathered a radical following in the Taborites, who set out to institute a proto-communism and reject non-Biblical practices based on inspiration from Wycliffe.  He is now hailed as a Bohemian hero with a national holiday on July 6th.  FTP, name this Czech Protestant martyr, condemned by the Council of Constance and burned at the stake in 1415.

Answer:  John Hus

The Peoria Speech was a famous refutation of it. Its passage led to the formation of groups like the Blue Lodges, which spearheaded the efforts to establish one of two opposing governments due to vagaries within the bill. Conflicts that resulted, such as at Osowatomie, led to the strengthening of the Republican Party due to agitation against the actions of border ruffians. What bill, FTP, led to the formation of the Lecompton and Topeka Constitutions, a failure at peaceful self-determination under the banner of popular sovereignty?
A: The Kansas-Nebraska Act

It is one of 5 in the world.  Bordered on the west by the Kuroshio Current and the south by the North Equatorial Current, the circular motion around it creates a relatively stationary zone in the horse latitudes.  Extending from north of Hawaii up to south of the Aleutians, it is possibly larger than the continental US. However, this natural region is best-known for its unnatural contents.  FTP, name this region of the Pacific, known for the tremendous amount of plastic gathered there.

Answer:  The North Pacific Gyre

(G) In 2002, a pilot study noted that in eight of ten children with autism, there were beneficial clinical effects of this compound, however it has not been repeated. Deficiency in this compound would lead to neurodegeneration, wasting, and possibly even death. It is soluble in water but not in alcohol. Robert R. Williams coined it thiamine in 1935. What is this vitamin, FTP, known to cure beriberi disease?
Vitamin B�1
Devout members of this religious movement follow a strict Biblical diet known as ital (EYE-TALL), which forbids pork, shellfish, preservatives, and metal cutlery. They also proscribe alcohol, tobacco, and coffee. The religion was formed in the Caribbean around the worship of a man considered to be the messiah, as he was the sole monarch of an independent state in Africa. FTP, name this Jamaican-born religion, which is centered on former Ethiopian emperor Haile Selassie I (HALEY SELLASSY EYE) a.k.a. Jah, and which is strongly associated with cannabis use and reggae music.
Rastafarianism

This six-word title is also the last six words of the text, after all of the main characters move into the city. It's billed as a "romance", and romance does unfold between the dagerrotypist Holgrave and Polly Pyncheon, a sentimental young woman who comes to help her aunt Hepzibah with her cent-shop after she's menaced by another relative, an avaricious town judge. A sinister portait of the family patriarch holds the secret to deliverance in, FTP, what book by Nathaniel Hawthorne?
A: The House of the Seven Gables (be kind if they forget the "the")

At a cellular level, the condition is caused by an accumulation of apoptotic keratinocytes, which are formed when absorption of radiation between 280 and 320 nanometers initiates the synthesis of cyclobutate pyrimidine dimers and the hydroxyl radical, which contributes to DNA damage.  People who experience erythema (er-uh-THEE-muh) after an exposure to only 15-30 millijoules per square centimeter have the highest risk of it, as do people who live close to the equator or in snowy or icy environments.  While a person’s photosensitivity is genetic, simple preventative measures exist to reduce one’s risk of acquiring this condition with symptoms involving painful, reddened skin that may be warm to the touch.  FTP, what is this condition caused by too much time in the sun?  
Ans:  sunburn
2. This particularly complex deity, sort of an earth goddess, also represented fertility, sexual impurity, and sinful behavior. Oddly, she also was the goddess of purification. She appeared in four guises representing different stages of life, from seductive adolescent to vengeful crone. One legend describes her seducing a devout hermit named Jappan, after which he was decapitated and turned into a scorpion. Aspects of this goddess’s worship included sacred prostitutes who were later sacrificed. FTP, name this important goddess also known as “filth eater”, to whom dying Aztecs confessed their sins for purification.
Tlazolteotl (TLAZZ-OLE-TAY’-OATL) (accept any close pronunciation of this)/
Preceded by the papal bulls Aeterni regis and Inter caetera, it had to be reargued after the discovery of the Moluccas, a question which was resolved at Zaragoza. It actually became useless due to an alliance between 1580 and 1640, but reverted thereafter. Due to an apostolic grant regarding the islands and mainland of India, John II approached Alexander VI in search of a complementary allowance moving the line of demarcation farther west. What 1494 agreement, FTP, split parts of South America not yet discovered, ceding the eastern part of Brazil to Portugal?
A: The Treaty of Tordesillas



BONI

(G) Let’s see how much you know about those pesky invisible bacteria and their shapes, FTPE:
These are rod-shape and best known for E. coli. 
Bacillus
These spherical bacteria include those that cause gonorrhea and strep throat. 
Coccus or Cocci
This is the third distinct shape besides the two already mentioned.  It is spiral with elongated flagella tufts. 
Sprillium or sprilla 


It’s time for a tour of West Africa!  Name these places in West Africa, FTPE.

A.  You start your tour in this city, the largest of West Africa and the second largest urban area on the continent.

Answer:  Lagos

B.  Traveling east down the coast from Lagos, you encounter the Niger River delta.  Following the Niger back 2600 miles to its source, what country do you end in?

Answer:  Guinea

C.  Before heading home you visit this capital of Guinea, on Tombo Island.

Answer:  Conakry


Identify these philosophical movements from clues, FTPE.

1) This philosophical movement, exemplified in the works of John Locke and David Hume, held that we learn through sensory perception and not through innate ideas. 

Empiricism

2) This movement emphasizes a synchronic approach to historical and literary analysis based on ideas first found in linguistics. Claude Levi-Strauss exemplifies this movement’s approach in the field of anthropology.

Structuralism (do not accept “Post-structuralism”)

3) This movement’s namesake maxim was formulated by Charles Sanders Pierce, who argued that we must consider the consequences of ideas in evaluating them.

Pragmatism


(G) Ooo, name these pretty colors from their elements in flame tests for five points each and  a bonus five for all five.  
Copper
Blue to green
Sodium
Yellow
Magnesium
White 
Strontium
Crimson
Calcium
Orange to red

Name these important works from the life of John Milton, FTPE:
1. After being prodded to do so by a young student, Milton composed this epic as a sequel to his previous one about the expusion from Eden - it's about a third of its length.
A: Paradise Regained
2. This drama was published alongside Paradise Regained in 1671, starting with its protagonist a captive, his hair cut off, his eyes gouged out.
A: Samson Agonistes
3. This 1644 prose tract, name taken from a work of Isocrates, is a free-speech composition subtitled: A Speech of Mr. John Milton for the liberty of unlicensed publishing to the Parliament of England.
A: Areopagitica

Answer these questions related to the history of the Mediterranean Sea, FTPE:
1. For a time in antiquity, Carthaginians eager to protect their trade empire blocked anyone from tranversing this strait at the mouth of the Mediterranean.
A: The Strait of Gibraltar (The Pillars of Hercules)
2. The last naval battle between rowed ships in the Mediterranean was this one between the Holy League and the Ottoman Empire in 1571.
A: Battle of Lepanto
3. While a German prisoner of war in World War II, this French economic historian put together his The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II entirely from memory.
A: Fernand Braudel

Name these players from this year's surprising Utah Jazz, FTPE:
1. This lanky Russian forward nicknamed AK-47 actually experienced a downturn in his stats for the season, although his team fared better than it had in years.
A: Andrei Kirilenko
2. This Turshish center, once at Efes Pilsen, actually holds the team record for most three-pointers made in a single season.
A: Mehmet Okur
3. This three point specialist, traded from Philadelphia earlier in the season, has been the unlikely harbinger of the team's success.
A: Kyle Korver

Given a US state, name its second largest city by city limit population, on a 5-10-20-30 basis.
Connecticut
Answer:  New Haven (after Bridgeport)
Missouri
Answer:  St. Louis (after Kansas City)
Alaska
Answer:  Fairbanks (after Anchorage)
Michigan
Answer:  Grand Rapids (after Detroit)

Identify the Hindu deity based on what he or she is usually depicted as holding, FTPE.

A.  He must be depicted holding a conch shell, a chakra, a lots and a mace, representing his powers to create, purified nature, strength, and divine perfection.

Answer:  Vishnu

B.  Some depictions show him holding a serpent, while early ones show him holding a broken tusk.

Answer:  Ganesh

C.  Her most common depictions have her carrying a sword, a trident, and a severed head.

Answer:  Kali

Name these famous historical femmes fatales, FTPE.
1. This dutch dancer and courtesan was executed in 1917 on suspicion of being a double agent between the French and Germans. Experts still aren't sure she was guilty.
A: Mata Hari (Margaretha Zelle)
2. This courtesan was a constant companion and romantic interest to the Athenian Pericles and nearly led to his downfall when she was tried for obscenity.
A: Aspasia
3. This Ptolemaic queen of Egypt had children by both Julius Caesar and Marc Antony, but none of them escaped the downfall of their plan to defeat Octavian and rule the Roman Empire.
A: Cleopatra VII Philopator

Identify these works of Dostoevsky, FTPE:
1. His last novel, this work centers around a parricide in which degrees of guilt are shared between all three of the children involved.
A: The Brothers Karamazov
2. This novel, sometimes translated as "Demons" or "Devils" involves murder and conspiracy within a Russion socialist revolutionary group.
A: The Possessed
3. This short novel, or at least its second part, deals with a nameless protagonist going through episodes with a policeman, an inflammatory party with old friends, and an argument with the prostitute Liza.
A: Notes from the Underground (or Letters from Underground, or something close)

(c) And now, some questions about marching band from a former Band-o.  We’ll start with a little tuning...
a) French Horns play an “F”; alto saxophones play “G”; clarinets, tenor saxophones, and trumpets play “C”.  What note does everybody else play?
Ans: B-flat  (accept A-sharp begrudgingly, and with an eye-roll)
b) The largest and lowest of the B-flat instruments in a marching band is this instrument, that wraps around the body and projects over the musician’s left shoulder.
Ans: sousaphone  (prompt on “marching tuba”, do not accept just “tuba”)
c) What university’s signature formation features a sousaphone player who “dots the i,” a tradition since 1936?
Ans: Ohio State University, (OSU)


Name these heads of state who victims of Anarchist assassins, FTPE:
1. This Republican President during the Spanish-American War was gunned down by Leon Czolgosz in 1901.
A: William McKinley
2. This former civil engineer was elected President of France in 1887 and served through the Panama Scandals of 1892, but was stabbed to death by Sante Geronimo Caserio in 1894.
A: Marie Francois Sadi Carnot
3. This six-time Royalist Prime Minister of Spain instituted a disastrous colonial policy and was murdered by Michele Angiolillo in 1897.
A: Antonio Canovas del Castillo

(G) Let’s make all college students’ favorite chemical compound, alcohol! FTPE: 
This process derives alcohol from glucose by yeast. 
Fermentation
Primary alkyl halide goes through this reaction to make primary alcohol when reacted with KOH or NaOH as an electron-rich compound.  The halide is then the leaving group. 
Nucleophilic substitution
This reaction and its reagents are named after a French chemist who uses alkyl or aryl magnesium halides to act as nucleophiles to attack a carbonyl center. 
Grignard reagents



(J) Name this prominent animals from Norse mythology FTPE.
1. This magical golden-bristled boar, crafted by the dwarfs Brokk and Sindri and given to Freyr to pull his chariot, could travel through the air and over water and run faster than any horse. 
A. Gullinbursti
2. This cheeky squirrel runs up and down the trunk of Yggdrasil, relaying insults between the eagle Vedfölnir in the topmost branches and the dragon Nidhogg in frozen Niflheim.
A. Ratatosk
3. This eight-legged horse was the product of an arranged liaison between the stallion Svadilfari (SVAH-dil-FAH-ree) and the god Loki, who took the form of a mare to lure Svadilfari away from his master. 
A. Sleipnir


(J)Name these allegedly gay or bisexual historical heads of state FTPE. 
1. His consorts included Esmé Stewart, Robert Carr, and George Villiers (Vee-YAY), whom he addressed in letters as “sweet child and wife”. The honors he showered upon favorites inspired resentment among other courtiers, and later embroiled him in scandal after Carr was implicated in the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury.
         A. James I of England
2. This second-century emperor dressed as a woman on occasion and prostituted himself in taverns and brothels. His most stable relationship was with his charioteer Hierocles, who was executed following the emperor’s 222 C.E. assassination by the Praetorian Guard. He was also known for worshipping a meteorite.
         A. Elagabalus
3. Diary entries penned by this Bavarian monarch show he struggled his entire life to repress his homosexuality, feeling bound to his Roman Catholic faith. He was fascinated with Germanic mythology and folklore, and commissioned elaborate “fairy-tale” palaces in the Alps, including Linderhof (LIN-der-HOHF) and Neuschwanstein (Noi-SHVAHN-shtighn) Castles. 
         A. Ludwig II 


Name these 90's musical acts from clues, FTPE:
1. This post-grunge group hit it big with 1996's Lemon Parade and had such hits as "Open Up Your Eyes" and "If You Can Only See".
A: Tonic
2. This relative one-hit wonder had been big in indie circles before finding a monster song in "Closing Time" off of 1998's Feeling Strangely Fine.
A: Semisonic
3. This band really was a one-hit wonder with 1997's "All For You".
A: Sister Hazel

Name these parts of the New Deal, FTPE:
1. Directed by Hugh Johnson, this agency allowed industries to create codes of fair competition, set minimum wages, and limit hours per week.
A: The National Recovery Administration
2. This 1935 program constucted many public buildings and infrastructure, and hired over eight and a half million people until shut down in 1943.
A: The Works Progress Administration
3. Created by the Glass-Steagall Act, this commission was designed to guarantee checking and savings accounts up to 100K per depositor. It still functions.
A: The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

(S)Name the Shakespearean work given a list of characters, on a 10-5 basis.
10:  Camillo, Antigonus, Perdita
5:  Hermione, Leontes, Polixenes
Answer:  The Winter’s Tale
10: Margaret, Borachio, Antonio
5:  Hero, Claudio, Don John
Answer:  Much Ado about Nothing
10: Bassianus, Aaron, Chiron
5: Tamora, Lavinia, Marcus
Answer:  Titus Andronicus

(J) Name these related films from quotes for 5 points each, with a ten-point bonus for identifying what they all have in common (30 points total). 
1. “Look, Doc, I spent all of last Tuesday staring at fibers on my carpet...And the more I thought about it, the more I realized I should just blow my brains out and end it all. But then the more I thought about blowing my brains out, the more I started worrying about what that was going to do to my goddamn carpet.”
        A. Matchstick Men
2. “Peach. I could eat a peach for hours.” 
        A. Face/Off
3.  “People don’t throw things at me any more. Maybe because I carry a bow around.”
        A. The Weatherman
4. “It seemed real, it seemed like us, it seemed like our home. If not Arizona, then a land not too far away. Where all parents are strong and wise and capable, and all children are happy and beloved. I don’t know. Maybe it was Utah.”
        A. Raising Arizona 
5. A. All the above quotes are spoken by Nicholas Cage


